Parkinson's Disease-Related Impairments in Body Movement, Coordination and Postural Control Mechanisms When Performing 80° Lateral Gaze Shifts
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Abstract—We investigated early signs of Parkinson's disease-related impairment in mediolateral postural control. Thirty-six participants (18 Hoehn & Yahr stage 2 patients in the off-drug condition and 18 healthy controls) were studied in a stationary gaze condition and when performing 80° lateral gaze shifts at 0.125 and 0.25 Hz. Body sway, coordination and postural control mechanisms were analyzed. All participants performed the visual tasks adequately. The patients were not unstable in the stationary gaze condition. In both groups, mediolateral ankle- and hip-based postural control mechanisms were significantly more active under gaze shift conditions than under the stationary gaze condition. As expected, the patients exhibited significantly greater angular movements of the lower back and significantly lower angular movements of the head (relative to controls) when performing gaze shifts. When considering linear displacements (rather than angular movements), the patients exhibited significantly greater displacements of the lower back and lower, slower displacements of the head than controls under gaze shift conditions. Relative to controls, the patients performed “en block” body movements. Overall, our results show that the patients' ankle- and hip-based mediolateral postural control mechanisms did not adapt to the difficulty of the visual task being performed.

Index Terms—Mediolateral (ML) axis, Parkinson's disease (PD), postural control mechanisms, postural coordination, visual tasks.
classical signs of postural instability, i.e., greater COP and/or COM displacements. A shortcoming is that the authors of [17] did not challenge the participants' ML postural control and thus were less likely to detect disease-related impairments in the corresponding control mechanisms.

Mediolateral postural control can be challenged by the performance of active tasks that repeatedly cause the body to move laterally (i.e., leftwards and rightwards). For example, shifting the gaze leftwards and rightwards (e.g., when tracking a visual target) is known to increase ML COP displacement in young adults [18]. This kind of perturbation has also been applied to patients with PD. In their study, [19] invited patients and controls to perform active lateral gaze shifts of 45°, 90° or 135° to the left and to the right. Patients with PD were found to exhibit more ample ocular movement than controls, probably in order to compensate for smaller head and trunk movements as part of an “eye-dominant strategy” [19]. Nevertheless, patients with PD performed the task successfully and exhibited much the same degree of eye-foot coordination as healthy controls [19].

The primary objective of the present study was to detect Parkinson's disease-related impairments in ML postural movement and assess the relationships between these impairments on one hand and postural coordination and control mechanisms on the other. In two groups (i.e., patients with PD and healthy controls), ML postural control was challenged by the performance of ML gaze shifts (visual angle: 80°) at 0.125 Hz and 0.25 Hz. We selected patients in the early stages of the disease (Hoehn & Yahr stage 2), in order to study impairments in ML postural control that might occur before a clinical diagnosis of postural instability. We chose to use a moderately difficult visual task, so as to avoid excessively large between-subject variability and reduce the risk of falls. Nevertheless, these visual tasks were expected to increase ML body displacements of the lower back and neck and therefore increase (at least in controls) the contributions of bodyweight distribution and COP location mechanisms to overall ML postural control. Hence, we expected to find PD-related impairments in ML postural control, coordination and mechanisms during active gaze shifting but not in quiet stance [17]. Under active conditions, we expected to see an abnormally small increase in bodyweight distribution and COP location mechanisms in patients, as a sign of impairment at the trunk [19], [20] and at the ankles [21]. We assumed that the greater the difficulty of the visual task, the greater the intergroup differences in ML postural displacement, coordination and control mechanisms would be.

II. METHODS

A. Participants

1) Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria: Patients with PD were invited to participate in the study during consultations at the Neurology Department at Lille University Medical Center (Lille, France). Patients were included if their Hoehn & Yahr stage score was below 2.5 [22]. Hence, these patients had mild, bilateral disease but no clinically visible impairments in postural control. The patients performed the tasks under “off-drug” conditions, in order to remove potential bias due to the effects of anti-Parkinsonian medications on postural behavior [23]. The participants were included if they: 1) had good or corrected visual acuity and 2) scored more than 25 in the Mini-Mental State Examination [24]. The patients were instructed not to take their medications in the 12 h prior to the experiment. Hence, the experiment was performed in the morning (for both patients and controls).

Participants were excluded if they had any neurological diseases (except for PD in the patient group), musculoskeletal or vestibular diseases or recurrent dizziness or if they were taking any medications that might have affected their posture. Participants were also excluded if they presented signs of dementia or had known hip- and ankle-related diseases or injuries.

2) Characteristics of Participants: Eighteen patients with PD (12 males and six females) were included in the study. The group's mean ± standard deviation (SD) age, bodyweight and height were 60.4 ± 8.11 years, 78.6 ± 12.7 kg and 1.71 ± 0.07 m, respectively. Eighteen controls (12 males and six females) also participated; the mean age, bodyweight and height were 61.6 ± 5.7 years, 77.9 ± 18.7 kg and 1.69 ± 0.09 m, respectively. There were no intergroup differences in terms of age, weight or height (p > 0.42). None of the participants had fallen in the previous six months.

All patients were diagnosed according to the United Kingdom Parkinson's Disease Brain Bank criteria [25]. The mean time since disease onset was 3.9 ± 2.3 years. None of the patients presented motor fluctuations or dyskinesia. All patients were Hoehn & Yahr stage 2 [22]. The mean motor Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) score (part III) in the off-drug condition was 16.22 ± 6.89. The patients had a mean axial score of 3.94 ± 2.31 (calculated by summing UPDRS III items 18, 22, 27, 28, 29, and 30 [26]) and a mean postural stability score of 1.28 ± 1.02 (calculated by summing UPDRS III items 18, 27, 28, 29, and 30 [27]). The patients were receiving a mean daily total levodopa equivalent dose of 420 ± 168 mg.

The study's objectives and protocols were approved by the local investigational review board (reference: 11/25) and all the patients and controls gave their written, informed consent to participation.

B. Apparatus

A black dot (visual angle: 5°) was projected onto a panoramic display (radius: 2.1 m; height: 2.1 m; Fig. 1) at three positions at the participant's eye height: in front, to the left and to the right.
Loading/unloading of body weight under each foot (i.e., the bodyweight distribution mechanism) cannot be measured with a single force platform [15], so we used a dual-top force platform (AMTI, Watertown, MA) with a sampling frequency of 120 Hz. Participants stood barefoot on the force platform.

A two-camera video motion analysis system (version 7.5, SIMI Reality Motion Systems GmbH, Munich) was used to record the motions of reflective markers, with a sampling frequency of 15 Hz. The reflective markers were attached to the back of a hip belt (the lower back marker), the back of the neck (the neck marker) and the back of a headset (the head marker; Fig. 1). Special lights mounted on each of the two cameras (LED Lenser P3 8403, LED Nichia) were used to illuminate the markers.

A head-mounted eye-tracker (SensoMotoric Instruments, Teltow) was attached to a headset worn by the participant. The iViewX system recorded the pupil position at a sampling rate of 50 Hz. The system's video showed the visual environment and (as a cross) at what the right eye was looking. The various items of equipment were synchronized with one another.

C. Conditions, Instructions and Procedure

The participants performed trials under three conditions. For the purposes of randomization, each patient was paired with a control and the order in which the conditions were performed was randomly assigned to both participants. Each condition was repeated four times and each trial lasted 32 s. In the stationary gaze condition, the participants stared at a black dot in front of them. They stood in a relaxed position but were instructed to refrain from making any voluntary movements. In the gaze shift conditions, the participants had to track a dot that appeared alternately on their left and their right at a visual angle of 80° (Fig. 1) and at 0.125 Hz or 0.25 Hz. Gaze shifts had to be performed as soon as the target had completely disappeared [18]. In each condition, the participant’s goal was to keep his/her eyes on the target for as long as possible while maintaining a relaxed stance. The participants were instructed to move as naturally as possible in the gaze shift conditions. The participants were also told that they had to look at the target through the eye-tracker’s small window (20° on each side); eye movement outside this range was not recorded. Hence, the participants were told that they had to shift their gaze quickly (by about 80°) in the manner that they found most comfortable (i.e., by turning the head but not the trunk, turning the trunk only or turning both the head and the trunk together to some extent). No particular type of movement was recommended. It is important to note that for the purposes of the present report, the term “lower back” refers to the lower back marker and “trunk” refers to the whole back (i.e., from the neck to the lower back marker). We analyzed the linear displacements of the markers and the angular displacements of the head and trunk vectors relative to the YZ plane.

The participant's foot position was standardized, with a stance width of 14 cm and a stance angle of 17° [28]. During the 0.125 and 0.25 Hz trials, the experimenter checked (on the eye-tracker video) that the participants reached every single visual target. As is usually the case with young adults [18], there was never any need to repeat a trial and all participants were able to track the target at the requested amplitude and frequency and at the right moment.

D. Dependent Variables

The mean, SD, range and mean velocity values were used to analyze COP and body marker position and displacement.

To calculate the contributions of the bodyweight distribution and COP location mechanisms, we used an updated version [29], [30] of the validated model of ML postural control [15]–[17], [31]. First, we used three equations to calculate three time series: 1) the resultant COP displacement (\(\mathbf{COP}_{\text{net}}\)); 2) the COP displacement explained by the COP location mechanism (denoted as \(\mathbf{COP}_{\nu}\) in the model calculation, where \(\nu\) stands for “changes”); and 3) the COP displacement explained by the bodyweight distribution mechanism (denoted as \(\mathbf{COP}_{\kappa}\) in the model calculation, where \(\kappa\) stands for “vertical”)

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{COP}_{\text{net}}(t) &= \mathbf{COP}_1(t) + \mathbf{COP}_2(t) + \mathbf{COP}_\nu(t) \\
\mathbf{COP}_\nu(t) &= \frac{R_{\nu_1}(t)}{R_{\nu_1}(t) + R_{\nu_2}(t)} \\
\mathbf{COP}_\kappa(t) &= \mathbf{COP}_1(t) \times \text{mean}R_{\nu_1} + \mathbf{COP}_2(t) \times \text{mean}R_{\nu_2} \\
\mathbf{COP}_u(t) &= \text{mean}\mathbf{COP}_1 \times \frac{R_{\nu_1}(t)}{R_{\nu_1}(t) + R_{\nu_2}(t)} + \text{mean}\mathbf{COP}_2 \times \frac{R_{\nu_2}(t)}{R_{\nu_1}(t) + R_{\nu_2}(t)}
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\mathbf{COP}_1(t)\) and \(\mathbf{COP}_2(t)\) are the COP displacements under the left and right feet, respectively. \(R_{\nu_1}(t)\) and \(R_{\nu_2}(t)\) are the vertical reaction forces under the left and right feet, respectively. Mean\(\mathbf{COP}_1,\) mean\(\mathbf{COP}_2,\) mean\(R_{\nu_1}\) and mean\(R_{\nu_2}\) are the means of each respective time series.

Equation (1) simply shows how the COP displacement (or \(\mathbf{COP}_{\text{net}}\)) was computed with two force platforms [16]. In (2), the \(\mathbf{COP}_\nu\) displacement was calculated by eliminating the \(\mathbf{COP}_{\text{net}}\) displacement explained by the \(\mathbf{COP}_\nu\) displacement (given that the mean body weight measured under the two feet was constant throughout the trial). In (3), the \(\mathbf{COP}_u\) displacement was calculated by eliminating the \(\mathbf{COP}_{\text{net}}\) displacement explained by the \(\mathbf{COP}_\nu\) displacement (given that the mean center of pressure location measured under the two feet was constant throughout the trial). Fig. 2 shows the results of these equations for one trial.

---

**Fig. 2.** Mediolateral (ML) time series for \(\mathbf{COP}_{\text{net}}, \mathbf{COP}_\nu\) and \(\mathbf{COP}_u\) in a single, 30-s long trial performed by the experimenter (units: cm). \(\mathbf{COP}_{\text{net}}\) is the integrated displacement of the center of pressure (COP) under the two feet. COP vertical (\(\mathbf{COP}_\nu\)) is the component of the \(\mathbf{COP}_{\text{net}}\) that can be explained by the bodyweight distribution mechanism. COP change (\(\mathbf{COP}_u\)) is the component of the \(\mathbf{COP}_{\text{net}}\) that can be explained by the COP location mechanism.
Once the three time series were obtained, two analyses were performed in order to assess the contribution of each mechanism. The first analysis compared the amplitudes of COP_{net} and COP_{e} time series and the COP_{e,ot} and COP_{e} time series, in order to compute the amplitude of each mechanism’s contribution. This was done by analyzing the SD of COP_{e}, COP_{e} and COP_{net} [29], [30]. The relative amplitude corresponds to the extent to which the variability of COP_{net} was explained by one or other of the mechanisms (SD COP_{e}/SD COP_{net} and SD COP_{e}/SD COP_{net}). The absolute amplitude corresponds to SD COP_{e} and SD COP_{e}, irrespective of SD COP_{net} [29], [30]. Hence, we differentiated between the relative amplitude contribution and the absolute amplitude contribution in subsequent analyses.

The second analysis looked at cross correlations (with no lag) for COP_{e} versus COP_{net} and for COP_{e} versus COP_{net} [15]–[17], [29]–[31]. As in our earlier study [32], we assumed that the degree of similarity between COP_{e} and COP_{e} on one hand and COP_{net} on the other (both in terms of direction and the proportionality of the time series) might indicate the extent to which each mechanism actively contributes to the control of COP_{net}. Indeed, cross-correlation analyses are not influenced by the amplitude of the signals and thus are not relevant when considering the amplitude of each mechanism’s contribution. We assumed that the higher the cross-correlation coefficient, the higher the postural mechanism’s active contribution to the control of ML COP displacement.

The eye-in-orbit angular displacement corresponds to the angle formed by the eye relative to the orbit. This angle was obtained by measuring the ML linear displacements of the eye and applying an inverted tangent function [angle = atan(ML linear displacement of the eye/distance of the participant from the display)]. Given that the panoramic display was curved (rather than linear), this angle was slightly underestimated. However, the eye-in-orbit angular displacements recorded were so small that the error was 0.01° at most. The head-in-space and trunk-in-space angular displacements corresponded to the planar yaw angles of the head-neck vector and the neck-lower back vector projected on the horizontal plane, respectively. These angular displacements were obtained directly from the SIMI Reality Motion System software. Since the system recorded data relative to the earth reference, the head-on-trunk angular displacement was obtained by subtracting the trunk-in-space angular displacement from the head-in-space angular displacement.

The mean angular position of the eyes and head when viewing the right and left targets were calculated (with two means and four means per time series in the 0.125 Hz and 0.25 Hz conditions, respectively). The resulting mean left and right angles were averaged for each trial. The mean left and right angular positions of the trunk were calculated at the same time point as the mean left and right angular positions of the head (i.e., the two time series in the 0.125 Hz and the four time series in the 0.25 Hz condition had the same start time and the same end time) in both gaze shift conditions. We did this because the time-series for trunk-in-space angular displacement were not usually related to the target position (i.e., the trunk-in-space angular displacement time-series was pseudorandom).

E. Data Analysis

The data were not filtered. All the dependent variables (COP displacement, body movement, amplitude and active contributions of the bodyweight distribution and COP location mechanisms, and eye-in-orbit angular movement) were analyzed in the ML axis. Preliminary analyses had shown that the datasets for neck displacement, lower back displacement, active contribution and relative amplitude contribution were normally distributed and did not present any outlying data points. However, the other dependent variables presented outliers. Hence, a two-way, repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA: group, visual condition), a Friedman ANOVA and the Mann-Whitney U test were used as appropriate. In all these analyses, the threshold for statistical significance was set to \( p < 0.05 \). Spearman rank correlations were calculated for the relationships between clinical scores (mean UPDRS III score, axial UPDRS III score, postural stability UPDRS III score) and all dependent postural variables under the three visual conditions (\( p\)-value \( < 0.025 \), with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons).

III. RESULTS

A. Main Effects of Group on All Dependent Variables

1) In Nonparametric Analyses: The results of the Mann-Whitney U tests showed that in the two gaze shift conditions, patients with PD exhibited a significantly lower rank of head displacement for the range, SD, and mean velocity than controls did \( (U_r < 88.00, p < 0.05; \) Fig. 3). As an average across the two gaze shift conditions, eyes-in-space, head-on-trunk, and trunk-in-space movements accounted respectively for 5%, 53%, and 42% of the total movement for patients with PD (where 100% is equivalent to 80°), whereas controls moved by 4%, 73%, and 23%, respectively. The results of the Mann-Whitney U tests showed that the rank of eyes-in-orbit angular movement was greater in patients than in controls in both the 0.25 Hz condition \( (3.96^\circ \pm 1.51^\circ \) versus \( 3.03^\circ \pm 0.78^\circ \)) and the stationary gaze condition \( (0.77^\circ \pm 0.69^\circ \) versus \( 0.44^\circ \pm 0.39^\circ \)). The eyes-in-space angular movements were small in both groups because the participants were instructed to look through the eye tracker’s narrow window. The rank of trunk-in-space angular movement was greater in patients than in controls in the two gaze shift conditions \( (34.06^\circ \pm 20.18^\circ \) versus \( 18.66^\circ \pm 17.43^\circ \), respectively) and in the stationary gaze condition \( (0.08^\circ \pm 0.07^\circ \) versus \( 0.05^\circ \pm 0.10^\circ \), respectively). However, the rank of head-on-trunk angular movement was lower in patients than in controls when considering the average value for the two gaze shift conditions \( (42.15^\circ \pm 19.67^\circ \) versus \( 58.27^\circ \pm 17.31^\circ \), respectively).

2) In Parametric Analyses: Patients with PD exhibited significantly higher range, SD and mean velocity values for lower back displacement \( (F_s > 4.70, n_p^2 > 0.11, p < 0.05; \) Fig. 3). Furthermore, the effects of the group x condition interaction were significant \( (F_s > 3.16, n_p^2 > 0.08, p < 0.05; \) Fig. 3). Neck displacement did not have a significant effect \( (p = ns) \).

There were significant effects of the group x condition interaction for COP_{e} versus COP_{net} \( F(2, 68) = 3.63, n_p^2 = 0.09, p < 0.05; \) Fig. 4) and for %SD COP_{e}/COP_{net}.
C. Main Effects of Condition on All Dependent Variables

The results of parametric and non-parametric ANOVAs show that the gaze shift conditions were more challenging than the stationary gaze condition in terms of postural control (Table I). In summary, Table I shows that all participants exhibited more ample and/or faster COP, head, neck and lower back displacements (and therefore greater contributions of the bodyweight distribution and COP location mechanisms) in the two gaze shift conditions than in the stationary gaze condition.

D. Complementary Analyses

Asymmetry: There were no significant main effects of group or condition and no significant interaction effects for the rank of the mean ML COP position \( (U_x > 108.60, p > 0.05; \chi^2 = 1.72, p > 0.05) \), the rank of mean body marker positions (head position: \( U_x > 137.00, p > 0.05; \chi^2 = 0.44, p > 0.05 \)), the neck and lower back position \( (F_s < 0.88, p > 0.05) \) and the loading/unloading bodyweight distribution under each foot \( (F_s < 2.94, p > 0.05) \).

---

Fig. 3. Significant main effects of group in the Mann-Whitney U tests for ranking the range (R), standard deviation (SD) and mean velocity (V) of the head displacement (left-hand graphs). Significant main effects of group and significant effects of the group x interaction in the ANOVA for R, SD and V of lower back displacement (right graphs). In the stationary gaze visual condition, participants stared at a black dot in front of them. In the 0.125 and 0.25 Hz visual conditions, participants had to track a dot that appeared alternately to their left and right at a visual angle of 80° at 0.125 or 0.25 Hz. \( R_{\text{head}} \) and \( SD_{\text{head}} \) are displayed in centimeters (cm) and \( V_{\text{head}} \) is displayed in centimeters per second (cm s\(^{-1}\)). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. Threshold for statistical significance was set to \( p < 0.05 \).

Fig. 4. Significant effects of the group x interaction (as revealed by an ANOVA) for \( COP_x \) versus \( COP_{\text{rest}} \) and \( \%SD\ COP_x/COP_{\text{rest}} \). Left-hand graph represents the cross-correlation coefficient for the relationship between \( COP_x \) and \( COP_{\text{rest}} \) in each of the three visual conditions. Right-hand graph represents the amplitude of \( COP_x \) as a percentage of the amplitude of \( COP_{\text{rest}} \) under the three visual conditions. Definitions of the terms and conditions are given in Figs. 2 and 3. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. Threshold for statistical significance was set to \( p < 0.05 \).

\( (F(2,68) = 3.80, n_p^2 = 0.09, p < 0.05; \text{Fig. 4}) \). No main effects were statistically significant.

B. Spearman Correlations Between Clinical Scores and Postural Dependent Variables

None of the correlation coefficients reached statistical significance \( (r_s < 0.47) \).
TABLE I
Results of ANOVA (Repeated-Measures or Friedman), Showing Range (R), Standard Deviation (SD) and Mean Velocity (V) of Center of Pressure (COP) and Body Marker (Head, Neck, Lower Back) Displacements. SD Amplitudes of COP, (COP Vertical) and COPc, (COP Change) Were Either Calculated Individually or Expressed as Percentage of SD Amplitude of COPnct, (Integrated Displacement of COP Under Both Feet). Cross-Correlation Coefficients From Two Analyses: COPc, Versus COPnct, and COPc, Versus COPnct, . Table Shows Mean (±SD) Values of All Dependent Variables in 0.25 and 0.125 Hz Gaze Shift Conditions and in Stationary Gaze Condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0.25 Hz</th>
<th>0.125 Hz</th>
<th>Stat</th>
<th>ANOVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R of COP Displacement (CM)</td>
<td>2.62 (±0.05)</td>
<td>2.38 (±1.57)</td>
<td>0.92 (±0.49)</td>
<td>$F_{(1,2)} = 42.39, p &lt; 0.005$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD of COP Displacement (CM)</td>
<td>0.59 (±0.55)</td>
<td>0.56 (±0.47)</td>
<td>0.19 (±0.11)</td>
<td>$F_{(1,2)} = 41.72, p &lt; 0.005$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V of COP Displacement (CM/s²)</td>
<td>1.63 (±0.54)</td>
<td>1.43 (±0.30)</td>
<td>1.26 (±0.26)</td>
<td>$F_{(1,2)} = 50.00, p &lt; 0.005$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R of Head Displacement (CM), Between Gaze Shift Conditions</td>
<td>12.51 (±3.06)</td>
<td>12.15 (±3.08)</td>
<td>$F_{(1,2)} = 4.00, p &lt; 0.05$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD of Head Displacement (CM), Between Gaze Shift Conditions</td>
<td>4.79 (±1.43)</td>
<td>4.78 (±1.41)</td>
<td>$F_{(1,2)} = 2.78, p &lt; 0.05$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R of Neck Displacement (CM)</td>
<td>4.65 (±2.18)</td>
<td>4.46 (±2.22)</td>
<td>1.10 (±0.57)</td>
<td>$F_{(1,2)} = 88.89, p &lt; 0.005$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD of Neck Displacement (CM)</td>
<td>1.27 (±0.77)</td>
<td>1.29 (±0.80)</td>
<td>0.26 (±0.14)</td>
<td>$F_{(1,2)} = 57.74, p &lt; 0.005$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V of Neck Displacement (CM/s²)</td>
<td>0.98 (±0.44)</td>
<td>0.60 (±0.22)</td>
<td>0.22 (±0.08)</td>
<td>$F_{(1,2)} = 104.66, p &lt; 0.005$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R of Trunk Displacement (CM)</td>
<td>3.93 (±2.81)</td>
<td>3.82 (±2.60)</td>
<td>0.86 (±0.50)</td>
<td>$F_{(1,2)} = 48.74, p &lt; 0.005$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD of Trunk Displacement (CM)</td>
<td>1.10 (±0.99)</td>
<td>1.14 (±0.95)</td>
<td>0.20 (±0.12)</td>
<td>$F_{(1,2)} = 34.90, p &lt; 0.005$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V of Trunk Displacement (CM/s²)</td>
<td>0.82 (±0.59)</td>
<td>0.49 (±0.26)</td>
<td>0.18 (±0.05)</td>
<td>$F_{(1,2)} = 46.68, p &lt; 0.005$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD COPc,</td>
<td>0.55 (±0.44)</td>
<td>0.51 (±0.37)</td>
<td>0.19 (±0.10)</td>
<td>$F_{(1,2)} = 35.72, p &lt; 0.005$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%SD COPc,</td>
<td>97.01 (±12.23)</td>
<td>95.47 (±13.81)</td>
<td>104.96 (±15.2)</td>
<td>$F_{(1,2)} = 6.77, p &lt; 0.005$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%SD COPnct,</td>
<td>28.80 (±13.93)</td>
<td>30.95 (±13.31)</td>
<td>33.90 (±19.0)</td>
<td>$F_{(1,2)} = 1.41, p &gt; 0.05$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPc, vs. COPnct,</td>
<td>0.96 (±0.04)</td>
<td>0.95 (±0.04)</td>
<td>0.94 (±0.03)</td>
<td>$F_{(1,2)} = 1.07, p &gt; 0.05$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPc, vs. COPnct,</td>
<td>0.27 (±0.35)</td>
<td>0.31 (±0.37)</td>
<td>0.12 (±0.32)</td>
<td>$F_{(1,2)} = 5.86, p &lt; 0.05$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EYES-In-SPACE</td>
<td>3.50 (±1.28)</td>
<td>3.32 (±1.42)</td>
<td>0.61 (±0.58)</td>
<td>$F_{(1,2)} = 55.39, p &lt; 0.005$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEAD-On-TRUNK</td>
<td>49.74 (±20.53)</td>
<td>50.68 (±19.84)</td>
<td>0.83 (±1.55)</td>
<td>$F_{(1,2)} = 54.89, p &lt; 0.005$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUNK-In-SPACE</td>
<td>26.72 (±20.51)</td>
<td>26.00 (±20.13)</td>
<td>0.06 (±0.09)</td>
<td>$F_{(1,2)} = 54.50, p &lt; 0.005$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Quiet Stance: One-way ANOVAs for all dependent variables did not show any significant main effects of group in the stationary gaze condition ($F_{(2, < 3.70, p > 0.05}$ and $U_{(2, > 114.00, p > 0.05}$). Hence, in the present study, the stationary gaze condition alone did not reveal any significant effects related to PD.

IV. DISCUSSION

As expected, we observed significant, PD-related impairments in ML postural control coordination and mechanisms under active gaze shift conditions. When performing 80° ML gaze shifts, patients with PD turned their head less and turned their trunk more than healthy controls did. In fact, the patients displayed “en block” body coordination to a greater extent than the controls did. Moreover, the patients did not adjust the contributions of their ML postural control mechanisms at the hip and ankle to match the task’s difficulty.

A. Changes in Postural Control in Visual Conditions

The active gaze shift conditions challenged ML stance in both groups. Both groups of participants exhibited significantly more ample, faster neck and lower back displacements in the gaze shift conditions than in the stationary gaze condition (Fig. 3). In fact, displacement of the COP needed to be more ample and faster so that displacements of the body segments could be controlled under these conditions (cf., [17]). Indeed, displacement of COP controls displacement of the body (or displacement of the COM, to be more exact) [33], and it needs to be adjusted accordingly. One can hypothesize that greater contributions by the postural control mechanisms resulted in the higher COP displacements observed under gaze shift conditions (relative to quiet stance). Consistently, we found that the absolute amplitude contributions of each mechanism (SD COPc, and SD COPnct, ) and the active contribution of the COP location mechanism had a greater effect under gaze shift conditions than in quiet stance.

B. Disease-Related Changes in Postural Coordination

In another study [19], patients with PD exhibited larger eye movements and smaller head movements when performing large, single gaze shifts (45°, 90°, 135° and 180°). In the present study, patients with PD also showed less ample, slow angular movements of the head when performing moderately large (80°) gaze shifts. Relative to controls, the patients compensated for their lack of head angular movement by turning their trunk more. Although the patients were successful in the visual task (i.e., no failures and no obvious imbalance), more ample trunk angular movements may not constitute a safe postural strategy for performing visual tasks. In our present study and in the literature [1], [8], [9], patients with PD exhibited greater variability in ML lower back displacements than controls did (Fig. 3). The patients also exhibited faster ML lower back displacements than controls under gaze shift conditions. We found that the more difficult the visual task, the greater the difference in lower back mean velocity between patients and controls (Fig. 3). This is problematic for the patients’ ML postural control. Indeed, the trunk is a heavy body segment and trunk movement can easily lead to postural instability. Patients with PD have smaller ML limits of stability than controls do [34]. Moreover, there is a strong relationship between ML instability and ML falls [13] and between ML falls and hip fracture [14].
Under the gaze shift conditions, patients with PD turned both their head and trunk by about the same angle, whereas controls turned their head 75% further than they did the trunk. Hence, the patients were probably less able than controls to dissociate movements of their upper and lower body segments, leading to “en block” behavior [35]. In a gait study, [36] reported that patients with PD were less able than controls to switch pelvic-thoracic coordination from in-phase to anti-phase when the gait speed was increased. As observed in the literature [36], [37], we conclude that patients with PD cannot readily modulate their ML lower-upper body coordination. This lack of modulation may be due to elevated stiffness or axial rigidity of the trunk [21], [38]. In the following section, we discuss the impact of Parkinson’s disease on the contributions of the ML postural control mechanisms.

C. Disease-Related Changes in ML Postural Control Mechanisms

Our additional analyses confirmed that patients with PD do not exhibit impairments in the ML bodyweight distribution and COP location mechanisms in quiet stance, as reported in the literature [17]. However, we detected a disease-related impairment in adapting the contribution of both mechanisms’ contributions to suit the difficulty of the task performed. Indeed, the data in Fig. 4 show that while controls changed the contribution of their mechanisms when moving from passive to active visual tasks (as evidenced by the significant effect of the group x interaction), patients with PD did not. This finding has practical relevance because it may explain why patients with PD may well be stable in quiet stance but are less stable (and may fall more often) under conditions that challenge ML posture. One can hypothesize that during difficult ML tasks, the patients’ ML postural control is inadequate and thus leads to greater ML instability. In a study of patients with PD, [12] reported that a lack of dissociation between the shoulder and the pelvis during axial rotation may be due to the inappropriate use of ground reaction forces. The bodyweight distribution mechanism (COP_x, cf. [15] and [16]) also uses ground reaction forces and thus reveals a potential link between “en block” postural coordination and the lack of adaptive control at the trunk level.

D. Conclusions and Perspectives

Our study results showed that relative to healthy controls, patients with PD performed ML 80° gaze shifts by turning their head less and thus turning their trunks more. These effects may be relevant to off-drug disease-related changes in motor coordination. The latter changes should be screened for in-patients with PD, in order to detect and anticipate ML postural instability. Indeed, the motor coordination observed in the present study is unsafe because: 1) the trunk is a heavy body segment and 2) patients with PD have impairments in trunk movement and axial rotation [11], [12], [20]. We further showed that patients with PD were not able to adjust the contributions of their ML postural control mechanisms at the hip and ankle. Hence, our patients displayed a poor active ML postural control at an early stage in the disease (Hoehn & Yahr stage 2)—even though none of the dependent postural control variables were related to clinical scores. In fact, disease-related changes in trunk coordination appear very early in the disease [9]; this is even the case for apparently healthy adults with an increased risk of Parkinson’s disease [1], [39]. Our study results showed that patients with PD have clear signs of poor postural control as early as 4 years after disease onset.

In practical terms, patients with PD might achieve better ML postural control if they were to perform gaze shifts with more ample head-on-trunk angular movements. This coordination may reduce ML body sway and mitigate reliance on impaired ML postural control at the hip. The question then is whether this adaptation is possible in practice, since low-amplitude angular movement of the head may be due to poor use of proprioceptive information [40] and/or impairment of the basal ganglia’s role in determining the body’s orientation in space [12]. Further research should examine the effects of dopaminergic medications on these PD-related impairments in ML postural control and coordination of the head and trunk.
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